Abstract-Mobile phones can be used not only for voice and data technologies demands the installation of new network communications but also as a computing device running contextequipment in each network cell and, in some cases, to upgrade aware applications. In this paper we present a model that, based the mobile devices. Moreover, most of the operators do not on GSM cell identification, identifies places visited by a user and make the location information available to third part provides a user familiarity level for each of these places. This applications or it is only made available to applications that run information can be used by context-aware applications to adapt on their backbones.
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their behaviour accordingly to the knowledge its user has about the current location. The achieved results are assessed by
Besides those three technologies, there is a very basic form overlapping the discovered places with manual collected data, of positioning in GSM networks known as cellID positioning, showing that GSM cellID positioning data can be used to identify in which the handset is located by identifying the network cell places that are closer to each other than the average cell radius.
to which it is associated. CellID positioning is simple, can be done on the network or on the user device and does not require Context; Location; Positioning; Context improvement; Place any upgrade to the handsets or network equipment. However discovery; Famillarity; GSM celID cellID accuracy depends on the cell size.
I. INTRODUCTION Development of universal location-based services and
context-aware applications is dependent on the existence of a The spread of location-based services and context-aware truly ubiquitous positioning system which works everywhere, applications is dependent on the existence of free and pervasive without demanding the use of specific equipment. The wide positioning technologies to acquire the user or device location.
coverage of the GSM cellular networks in the European GPS is one of the most popular positioning technologies countries and the very large number of its users makes these because it provides world wide coverage, high accuracy, is free networks very appealing to support a universal positioning and a wide number of non-expensive GPS receivers are service. Moreover, mobile phones are small and people take available. However, the main flaw of GPS technology is that it them everywhere, being common the presence of a mobile
only works in open spaces where the satellites signal can be phone on every people's pockets. received, failing in narrow streets or inside buildings.
In this paper we present a model that, using the cellID A number of technologies were developed to allow indoor information (freely available on the handsets), and without any location, mostly based on short-range signals like Bluetooth, prior knowledge of the network topology, and without requring WiFi, infrared or RFID. Active Badge [1] (based on infrared the intervention of the users, is capable of identify places in a sensors) and Active Bat [2] are two examples of those personal symbolic referential. With the proposed model, technologies. contextual information about individual users can be inferred WiFi networks [3] , can also be used to retrieve the user from the cellID positioning data, by identifying and position. Rough positioning information on WiFi networks can characterizing places corresponding to areas most frequently be acquired just by identifying the access points used by the visited by them. Moreover, a familiarity index can be estimated mobile device while more acute positioning information can be for each identified place which can be used by context-aware provided through the analysis of the radio signal level received applications to dynamically adapt their behaviour based on the from the different access points that cover a geographic area. knowledge a user has about a place.
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) is the
In section II we present the mathematical model, which standard for the second generation of mobile phones cellular includes the detection of the user movement inside the GSM networks, adopted by all the European countries. Currently, network, the identification of the visited places and the these networks cover almost all the territory of many countries estimation of the familiarity index. Section III describes the and are used by almost I100% of the population of many achieved results based on data collected by two independent countries. Assisted-GPS (A-GPS), Enhanced Observed Time users. Section IV presents the related work. The last section
Difference (E-OTD) and Time of Arrival (TOA) are three presents the conclusions and directions for future work. technologies developed to acquire the position of the handsets on the GSM networks [4] . However, the deployment of these Figure 1 ) that react faster to the described by a symbolic identifier and not by a pair of start/stop pattern of the mobile user (the Mobility Index coordinates or geometric region. The proposed approach is decreases faster). For the purpose of detecting places, it is based on detecting time periods in which the user is not considered that a user is not moving when the Mobility Index moving or is moving slowly within a restricted area, and on is smaller than a pre-defined threshold defined according to the identifying and clustering fingerprints corresponding to the sliding window size. In Figure 1 , the three time periods during GSM cells serving the corresponding area.
the night are clearly visible as the periods where the value of the Mobility Index is very low.
A. Movement Tracking While a user is moving within the coverage area of a B CellFingerprint cellular network, his terminal is constantly "jumping" from one While the Mobility Index is lower than a pre-defined cell to another. This is called the handover process, and the threshold, we can assume that the user is not moving or is change from the current cell to a new cell usually occurs when moving within a restricted area. When the user starts to move significantly, the Mobility Index rises above that threshold, meaning that he is leaving the place where stayed for some the absolute difference between the percentages of time spent time. That place can be characterized by a cell fingerprint in that cellID in each fingerprint. which the total time spent on the new fingerprint is the sum of {cellIDk,timePercentagek}},totalTime, the total time spent on both fingerprints. The percentage of timeStamp} time spent in each cell is calculated proportionally between the time spent in each fingerprint and the total time spent on both A fingerprint is composed of three elements: a) the cellIDs fingerprints. Therefore, a cluster has the same data structure as and the percentage of time spent in each cell; b) the total time a fingerprint but results from the union of similar fingerprints spent in this group of cells, and; c) the data and time of the last instead of being created directly from the collected data.
record used to create the fingerprint. Since places (clusters of fingerprints) are to be discovered higher than one for more than one of the existing clusters, the in real-time (while data is being collected in the mobile cluster that produced the highest ratio is replaced by the new terminal), and because the data to be clustered is symbolic fingerprint. The CIR is defined as: (fingerprints), a new clustering algorithm had to be developed.
Clustering algorithms can be divided into partitioning, hierarchical or density-based [6] Figure 1 , the value of the or to express how good a persons' memory about a known Mobility Index depends on the value of the window size place is, is not an easy task. Moreover, the knowledge a person (timeMin) -lower values of the window size lead to lower have about a place can be influenced by a wide number of values of the Mobility Index and also make it more sensible to factors like the mean of transportation used, the visit purpose the user's movements (reacting faster to the begin and end of (work or holidays), etc. Therefore, we modelled the knowledge the user's movements).
In order to assess how well the Mobility Index models the C. Places Results moving pattern of a mobile user, we compared the information In order to access the validity of the proposed model we extracted from the Mobility Index (the detected time periods compared the results of the clustering process with manually where the user is assumed to be stopped or moving within a collected data. While collecting positioning data with the restricted area) with similar information obtained from the user mobile phone we also have manually identified the visited trajectory measured using a GPS receiver. For visiting his friend Ana who lives in the city residential area, During assessing of the proposed algorithm, one of the trial 500 meters away from the University. In the two other users spent most of the days at the University campus, which is occasions the user was classified as being at home when he located in a city with thousands of students. To IV. RELATED WORK Figure 3 . Familiarity index for different clusters.
There are a wide number of technologies that can be used to acquire the user location. However, in many cases it is
Between day 32 and day 39, the user made a trip to a important to recognize the place where the user is at ("home", different country, and this episode is visible in Figure 3 . During "office", etc.) instead of his position (a set of coordinates in a this time period, curves A, B and D, corresponding to the geographic referential). A considerable effort is being done to places "Home", "Universityl" and "University2", remained automatically recognize the places visited by the users, which constant as these places were not visited. In contrast, curve C,
shows the interest of this kind of information for contextcorresponding to the place abroad, increased during this time awareness. period: as more days were spent in that place, the familiarity of the user with the surrounding area increased and the model was BeaconPrint [8] is a place learning and recognition able to reflect this knowledge.
algorithm that uses IEEE 802.11 and GSM radio fingerprints. It continuously gathers statistics about the radio environment Figure 4 presents the familiarity of the user with his current around the user mobile device and uses the collected data to location, computed as the position data was being collected and learn, merge and recognize waypoints. Unlike BeaconPrint we processed. We can observe the generic trend for the familiarity do not gather statistics for WiFI and GSM radio. A mobile level to increase the as the time goes by, except for the week phone is linked to a cell but also has a list of up to 6 other cells spent by the user in a place where he has never been before existent on that area and the use of these six other cell available (abroad). Figure 4 represents the data typically available for the could be used to improve the accuracy of the achieved results.
However, just using the current cellID we were able to In this paper we show that cellID of GSM networks can in correctly identify 76% of the visited places, which is good fact be enough to fulfil the needs of many context-aware when compared with the results of BeaconPrint that range from applications, providing a basic level of knowledge about the 96% to 56% computing a more complete data set composed by user environment, computing a index that expresses the the WiFi cells and all the GSM cells detected by the mobile familiarity of the user with the visited place.
phone. Kang [9] developed a clustering algorithm to extract V. CONCLUSIONS significant places from a trace of coordinates acquired using different platforms and is able to acquire the user position identified, with a precision superior to the basic cellID through several mechanisms. Place Lab can use a GPS receiver positioning, without any prior knowledge of the network (acquiring a pair of geographic coordinates); can acquire the topology and without any user intervention. Moreover, a BSSID of the neighbourhood WiFi access points; retrieving the Familiarity Index associated with each discovered place was cellID of the current GSM network cell and; scanning for estimated, allowing context-aware applications to query the Bluetooth devices in the neighbourhood. Although it uses system in order to identify, in real time, where the user is and several positioning technologies it provides only the user how familiar he is with the surrounding area. current location without any other contextual data. Adding our system as a new layer, on top of the existent Place Lab
